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The Fifth Edition of Trademark and Unfair Competition Law: Cases and Materials retains the

successful features of earlier editions, but has been thoroughly updated since the last edition was

published in 2007. The Fifth Edition also includes the Statutory Appendix within the book so

students will not have to pay for an additional book and they will have fewer books to carry to class.

A comprehensive Teacher's Manual is available to professors.Internet-related trademark disputes

now arise in every corner of trademark practice and appear in nearly every chapter. In particular, the

Fifth Edition explores controversies concerning trademark "use," infringement, and secondary

liability, all areas which courts have significantly elaborated since the previous edition. The Fifth

Edition continues to present the special problems posed by trademarks and domain names in a

separate chapter.In addition, trademarks (or the claims of their owners) have encroached on the

subject matter of patents and copyrights, and have been brought to bear on a variety of expressive

uses of marks, so have defenses to infringement expanded. The Fifth Edition now devotes a full

separate chapter to statutory and judge-made defenses. The former chapter on authors' and

performers' rights has been revised into the chapter on false designations of origin and a new

chapter on defenses.This book also is available in a heavily discounted, three-hole punched,

alternative loose-leaf version printed on 8 Â½ x 11 inch paper with wider margins and with the same

pagination as the hardbound book.
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That said, the textbook is well organized with:- Concise opinions written in modern style of writing



that doesn't put you to sleep- Statute (Lanham Act) for reference at back of bookBUY THE KINDLE

VERSION- Easy to search contents when on call- Lightweight Kindle or no extra weight if you use

the Kindle app for PC or Mac.- Cheaper, which, just made the buying decision more clear for me.For

law students, reducing back pain is golden. My friends have the 5 lb. textbook and I have the easier

commute to school and search up book sections when on call. The only downsides are inability to

physically highlight if you feel that makes you learn better. But clicking to highlight and

copying/pasting content for notes seems to save me time and seems advantageous to me.

Really overpriced. Only buy if you're class requires it.

Adequate for my purposes.
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